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Fed changes stance and shares lift over January 
 Sharemarkets around the world recovered over January, reversing some of the December slump. 

 The local sharemarket lifted 2% over January, and is up 7% on a year ago (NZX50 Gross index). 

 Brexit remains a cause of investor concern. The partial shutdown of the US Government has ended for now. 

 Having just hiked in December, the US Federal Reserve has moved to a more neutral stance.  

 Government bond yields continued to decline over January, both here and abroad. 

  

Sharemarkets posted solid gains in January, recovering some (but not all) of the December quarter’s slump.  
The clouds of worry that plagued markets in late 2018 haven’t all cleared in January, but sharemarkets have stopped 
declining for now. Investors have continued to be bombarded with news regarding Brexit, the US-China trade dispute, 

Date 31-Jan-19 Month % Quarter % Year % 5-Year %

Cash NZ Officia l  Cash Rate 1.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.75

NZ 90-day bank bi l l 1.93 -0.04 0.02 0.03 -0.95

Fixed NZ 5-year gov't s tock 1.75 -0.11 -0.19 -0.65 -2.35

Interest NZ 10-year gov't 2.26 -0.11 -0.28 -0.65 -2.31

AUS 10-year gov't 2.24 -0.08 -0.38 -0.57 -1.76

US 10-year gov't 2.68 -0.03 -0.45 -0.02 -0.01

Austra las ian NZ - NZX50 Capita l  (NZ$) 3984 2.0% 2.2% 2.8% 50.3%

      - NZX50 Gross  (NZ$) 8996 2.1% 2.7% 7.3% 84.5%

Equities AUS - Al l  Ords  (A$) 5937 4.0% 0.4% -3.4% 14.1%

International JAP - Nikkei  (¥) 20773 3.8% -5.2% -10.1% 39.3%

Equities UK - FT100 (£) 6969 3.6% -2.2% -7.5% 7.0%

US - S&P500 (US$) 2704 7.9% -0.3% -4.2% 51.7%

WORLD - MSCI (US$) 2028 7.7% 0.3% -8.3% 26.9%

MSCI in NZD (NZ$) 2934 4.5% -5.1% -2.2% 49.3%

Exchange NZD/USD 0.6914 3.0% 5.7% -6.3% -15.0%

Rates NZD/AUD 0.9513 0.1% 3.1% 4.1% 2.5%

NZD/JPY 75.27 1.6% 1.6% -6.3% -9.7%

NZD/GBP 0.5265 -0.5% 2.3% 1.2% 6.6%

NZD/EUR 0.6010 2.4% 4.2% 1.2% 0.1%

NZ TWI 74.23 1.3% 3.0% -1.2% -5.8%

Equity indices  are the respective end-of-month closes . Interest rates  and exchanges  rates  are at 5pm NZ.

https://www.asb.co.nz/documents/kiwisaver/returns-to-investors.html
https://www.asb.co.nz/documents/investment-advice/asb-investment-funds/fund-returns.html
https://www.asb.co.nz/asb-securities
mailto:chris.tennent-brown@asb.co.nz
mailto:nick.tuffley@asb.co.nz
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and concerns of a global economic slowdown look to have grown. However, over January equity market sentiment 
was generally more favourable. The US government did reopen after a partial shutdown that lasted 35 days.  But the 
shutdown could resume later this month according to President Trump.  The US-China trade truce continues, and 
investors have appeared to be encouraged by negotiations showing signs of progress during the month. 
 
In contrast, UK political negotiations over “Brexit” have appeared fruitless over January. European Union officials are 
maintaining a firm stance and are not entertaining changes to the withdrawal treaty that was agreed with UK Prime 
Minister May late last year.  UK politicians rejected the May Brexit agreement by a large margin in a parliamentary 
vote.  In February Prime Minister May is back in Brussels without a unified plan for a way forward. The March 29 
Brexit deadline is looming ominously for the UK and risks of a no-deal Brexit have grown. 
 
The US Federal Reserve met in late January. Policy settings were not changed. However, the committee made a crucial 
adjustment to its forward interest rate guidance. Policymakers removed the reference to “some further gradual 
increases” and replaced the forward guidance with the sentence fthe Committee will be patient as it determines what 
future adjustments to the target range for the Federal funds rate may be appropriate”. In contrast to earlier 
expectations that there would be more interest rate increase over 2019 and 2020, the committee is now indicating 
that the next move in the Fed Funds rate may be either a rate rise or a rate cut. 
 
The Fed’s new stance helped bond markets rally during the month (yields lower). In the US the 10-year Government 
bond yield was down 8 basis points, and the NZ 10-year Government bond yield was down 11 basis points over the 
month.  In early February NZ yields have pressed even lower, with the 10-year yield touching a record low of 2.11% on 
7 February. 
 
Over January, all major global sharemarkets were higher. The S&P 500 index of US share was up 7.9%, while the tech-
heavy NASDAQ index was up 9.7%. In Europe, the German Dax index rose by 5.8% and UK FTSE index rose 3.6%. 
Japan’s Nikkei index rose 3.8%.  The New Zealand sharemarket, which held up better than global markets over 2018, 
also started 2019 posting a solid 2% monthly return.  Across the Tasman the ASX 200 had its best start in five years, 
lifting 3.9%.  

 
Offshore the key questions over the global growth outlook remain, and many of the issues that troubled investors 
over 2018 remain in play. The changing outlook for US interest rates will be very important for financial markets over 
the coming months. In New Zealand, the degree that local economic momentum picks up over 2019 is important for 
investors, and so is the imminent report to the Government from the Tax Working Group.  Low local interest rates 
have been a feature of the New Zealand investment landscape for several years now, and this looks set to continue 
over 2019. 

Income Assets 

Cash  

The RBNZ kept the OCR on hold at 1.75% at its November 

meeting, and reiterated its expectation to keep the OCR at this 

level into 2020.  The RBNZ’s next meeting and announcement is 

in mid-February. ASB continues to expect the OCR will remain on 

hold this year and next, with the first OCR move (up) expected in 

the second half of 2020.    

Since September 2018, deposit rates for amounts over $10K 

have ranged  from 2.7% for a 90-day term, up to 3.8% for a 5-

year term.  With OCR hikes a way off, ASB Economics expect 

most short-term returns on term deposits will likely stay near 

current levels over 2019.  
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Further dips cannot be ruled out, particularly if other long term interest rates continue to decline, or the RBNZ decides 

to cut the OCR.  

The latest ASB term deposit rates can be found here.   

NZ Fixed Interest  

NZ Government bond yields ended 2018 with both the 5-year 

yield and 10-year yield around the year’s lows. Both tenors 

declined around 65 bps from respective 2018 highs set during the 

first quarter of 2018.  This downward trajectory has continued 

into 2019.  

The 5-year Government bond yield ended January trading around 

1.75%, and the 10-year yield ended around 2.26%. Yields have 

pressed even lower in early February, with the 10-year yield 

down to 2.11%.  

Local Government Funding Agency, NZ bank, and NZ corporate 

bond yields also pressed lower during the month.   

The key event for local bonds during January was the US Federal Reserve’s change is stance discussed on page 2.  The 

Fed’s tightening cycle was a key driver of the widening gap between local and US interest rates last year. The Fed’s 

move to a neutral stance suggests we may see less upward pressure on influential long- term US interest rates this 

year.    

 International Fixed Interest  

The US Federal Reserve’s late January meeting was a pivotal event for financial markets, even though interest rate 

settings were not changed.  The committee made a crucial adjustment to its forward guidance regarding interest rate 

settings. The reference to further “gradual” rate rises was removed from the committee’s outlook, and replaced the 

with the sentence “the Committee will be patient as it determines what future adjustments to the target range for the 

Federal funds rate may be appropriate”. In contrast to earlier indications that there would be more interest rate 

increase over 2019 and 2020, the committee is now indicating that the next move in the Fed Funds rate may be either 

a rate rise or a rate cut. 

The Fed’s new stance helped bond markets rally during the month (yields lower). US 10-year Treasury yields were 

down 8 basis points over the month, and are trading back around 2.66% at the time of writing, having been as high as 

3.26% back in November. Some of the sharemarket jitters over 2018 were caused by concerns about the prospect of 

higher US interest rates. This worry has ebbed away for now, and financial markets are pricing in a reasonable 

probability that the Federal Reserve is cutting interest rates by 2020.  

European bond yields also pressed lower over the month. German Bunds rallied (yields lower) and by month-end the 

10-year yield had traded below 0.15%.   UK gilt yields ended January in the lower part of recent ranges with the 10-

year note back down near 1.2%.  Japanese 10-year yields spent the month trading with yield around 0%, but are back 

in negative territory at the time of writing.      

 

 

https://www.asb.co.nz/term-investments/term-investment-rates.html
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Growth Assets   
Australasian Equities  

Australasian sharemarkets joined the global recovery over January.  The NZX50 Gross index of shares rose 2.1% while 

the Australian All Ords index was up 4% over the month.  

Within the local market the a2 Milk Company was a strong performer, and jumped 14% over the month ahead of its 

February interim results. Skycity rose 9% over the month. The company performed better than earlier guidance had 

suggested for the first half-year period, and 2019 financial year earnings are likely to be “slightly ahead” of previous 

guidance. Z Energy was another strong performer, and recovered 9.3% over the month after upgrading earnings at its 

December quarter update. In contrast, Air New Zealand declined nearly 14%, with its shares sinking to a three-month 

low after the airline cut its earnings forecast. Aged care providers Metlifecare, Summerset and Ryman Healthcare 

were all down over January.  

Across the Tasman the lift in oil and iron ore prices helped resource stocks including Fortescue, Woodside, BHP and 

Rio Tinto perform well over the month. All of Australian sharemarket sub-sectors rose over January, except for the 

bank sub-sector (down 0.6%). Australian banks are facing a number of significant challenges stemming from the 

Banking Royal Commission report which was submitted on 1 February and tabled in Parliament on 4 February. The 

share price performance of the big four banks over January was mixed, with ANZ up 2%, NAB down 0.9%, Westpac 

down 2% and CBA down 3.4%.   

International Equities  

Sharemarkets made a great start to 2019, having suffered the worst year since the Global Financial Crisis in 2018.  

Over January, all major sharemarkets were higher. The US Dow Jones rose 7.2% and the S&P 500 index of US share 

was up 7.9%. The tech-heavy NASDAQ index was up 9.7%.   

The month didn’t start out strongly though, and the US sharemarket slumped on 3 January after Apple gave its first 

sales warning to investors in 12 years. However, over the next few weeks US sharemarkets were encouraged by 

strong US labour market data, optimism about US-China negotiations, and comments from Fed Chairman Powell that 

the Fed could be “patient” about future rate hikes.  Company results for the fourth quarter that were released during 

the month were also largely supportive.  
In Europe, the German Dax rose by 5.8% and UK FTSE rose 3.6%.  And in Asia, Japan’s Nikkei index rose 3.8%.   
ASB Securities has more information on sharemarkets and trading here.    

Exchange Rates:   

The NZD was firm over January, and lifted 1.3% on a trade-

weighted basis. A softer USD was behind the 3% NZD/USD lift. 

The changing outlook for US interest rates was a key 

development for the USD during the month. The renewed 

positive sentiment in sharemarkets also limited USD safe haven 

buying that was supporting the USD in December. 

 

NZD also lifted against EUR and JPY but was down modestly 

against the GBP.  The AUD followed a similar pattern to the NZD 

over January, and NZD/AUD was relatively stable, trading near 

0.9500. 

 

More information about currencies is available in ASB’s weekly economic report which can be downloaded here. 

https://www.asb.co.nz/asb-securities
https://www.asb.co.nz/documents/economic-research/economic-weekly.html
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   
We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based 
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as 
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this 
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed 
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. 
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or 
any part of this document.  Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and 
estimates and are subject to contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB 
does not represent or warrant that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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http://www.asb.co.nz/economics
https://twitter.com/asbmarkets?lang=en

